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1999 (PIC) 
• The teachers are our concern  1999:
– Doctoral dissertations
– In-service courses

• From asking for Problem Solving tasks TO PIC
on Beliefs and PS (in Primary Education)
“I’d like to have a sample
of PS tasks for tomorrow”

• From Beliefs and PS TO Teachers’ Development
in collaborative environments
Climent, N. & Carrillo, J. (2002). Developing and
researching professional knowledge with primary
teachers. In J. Novotná (Ed.), European Research in
Mathematics Education II, Proceedings of the CERME 2
(pp. 269-280). Prague: Charles University

Developmental research

• From investigating teachers TO investigating
with teachers

But
• “We dont’t want to do mathematics“

What does Teacher Development
mean if one does not do maths?
•
•
•
•
•

Teachers and reseachers sharing objectives
… working collaboratively
… bringing their experience
… focusing on maths teaching
Teaching situations, and challenges of the
classroom at the core of decisions

Teacher Development as improvement
in reflection (in the context of PIC)
• Problem solving activities
• Reflection on beliefs
• Increasing interest in ICT-based activities
Teachers agreed to do
maths in relation to
classroom activities

Researchers’ emerging interests in
teachers’ knowledge

Reflection on maths involved in
classroom activities in PIC

2009 
Researchers applying MKT

PIC
Teachers’ awareness of limitations to
continue developing professionaly

We need to know
more mathematics

But
• What does more mean (for teachers and for
researchers)?
• More or deeper?
• What mathematics?

MATHEMATICS TEACHERS’
SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE

MTSK

Shulman
SMK, PCK

Ball and cols
MKT

MTSK
Rowland and cols
Connections
(Fernández et al)

Ma
Packages of
knowledge

Carrillo, J., Climent, N., Contreras, L.C., & Muñoz-Catalán, M.C. (2013). Determining Specialized
Knowledge for Mathematics Teaching. In B. Ubuz, C. Haser, & M.A. Mariotti (Eds.), Proceedings
of the CERME 8 (pp. 2985-2994). Antalya, Turkey: Middle East Technical University, Ankara.

The role of
specialization
MK
organization

The role of
mathematics

PCK
organization

The inclusion of
beliefsof MK (and then defining
An extrinsic stance or organization
specialized knowledge) justify (mathematics) teaching as a
profession, but can be difficult to share in different educational
systems.
Methodological
An intrinsic organization is easier and clearer to characterize the
aspects
subdomains. Moreover, the specialization is not only about the MK,
butmaths
the whole model. It is about mathematics-related knowledge
Our beliefs on
used/needed in/for teaching,
no matter if it is shared
with others.
and on maths
Our research
Educational
levels
teaching and learning
paradigm
of application

MTSK for
tasks design

MTSK analyzing a teacher’s knowledge
•
Actividad
1.2
Figuras
planas
5ºEP.wmv
Beliefs
Definition: An integral
Learning by active
domain R is a UNIQUE
•FACTORIZATION
Previous lesson: Classification of flat shapes
engagement in a
social process
DOMAIN(UFD)
if every
noninto
2
groups
unit of R is a finite product of
irreducible factors, and the
• Characterizing the group on the left part of
foregoing factorization is
unique to
withinblackboard
order and
Initiating the process of
the
joined construction of
unit factors.
Commutative Algebra (Zariski &
Samuel, 1958):

the definition of a
– “Do you know how these shapes are called?”
polygon
– “What have they got in common?”
– “Yes, but this shape [circular sector] has got a
corner too.”
Teacher’s knowledge of

Examples of UFD:…
Theorem…

Bel
KPM

Teacher’s knowledge of definition:
one needs to exclude shapes that
do not fulfill all the characteristics

definition: defining is about
common characteristics

Constructing the definition
• The pupils give characteristics of the polygons in
order to build a definition by consensus, guided
by the teacher.
• “With this definition we have to know which
shapes are polygons and which not.”
• “When we look at any polygon, it has to fulfill our
statement [the definition].”
• When the pupils give a characteristic, the teacher
asks them if the shapes on the right fulfill it.
Bel

KPM

• He introduces anti-characteristics: “the
polygons have not got any curves”.
• He draws shapes fulfilling the written
characteristics, which are not polygons. The
aim was the children to pay attention to the
fact that polygons are closed shapes.
KPM
and
KoT (Knowledge of Topics)
Properties and rationale of a
mathematical content

Bel

KPM + KoT

• “Is the polygon this line or what is inside?”
KFLM (Knowledge of features of
learning mathematics)
Strengths and difficulties related to the
learning of a mathematical content

• How he teaches (using materials and asking
children) shows his knowledge about:

Bel
KPM+KoT+KFLM+KMT

KMT (Knowledge of mathematics
teaching)
Specific mathematical characteristics of
educational materials to teach a
determined content
and
Strategies, technics and tasks to teach a
mathematical content

KoT comprises mathematical
procedures, properties, rationale,
representations and models, as well as
contexts, problems and meanings.

KPM is about knowing how to proceed in
solving problems, how to validate and proof in
mathematics, the role of symbols and the use
of formal language, specific practices in the
mathematical working (eg modelling),
conditions to generate definitions.

KMT comprises teaching theories,
specific mathematical characteristics
of educational materials to teach a
determined content, strategies,
technics and tasks to teach a
mathematical content.

KFLM comprises learning
theories, strengths and
difficulties, modes of
sudents’ interaction with
the content, interests
and expectations of
learners concerning a
content.

KSM (Knowledge of the structure of
mathematics)
• Connections with an increase in complexity or with
simplification
– An example of connections involving simplification can be found
in the simplification of algebraic expressions when they are
compared to expressions using natural numbers. This is the case
with one of our teachers, who suggests to his pupils that they
associate the solution to the algebraic expression in figure 2
with that of (3+1/4)/7 .
2 + 1)2
𝑥
−
1
−
3(𝑥
− (𝑥 2 + 1)3 +
(𝑥 2 + 1)3
(𝑥 2 + 1)3
Figure 2. Algebraic expression obtained by calculating the second
derivative of a function.

• Other connections

Another example of KSM in the PIC
• “When you use an scale (eg S:1:500) in Secondary
education, you put into play the notion of geometrical
proportion between two objects (a rectangle and a
room), that is to say, similarity of shapes.
• This is based on the conservation of the shape and the
existence of a numerical proportion between the lenght
of correpondent sides.
• It means an extension of the concept of equivalent
fractions (numerator and denominator being whole
numbers) through the notion of ratio, which is an
expression of a multiplicative relation between
quantities, like the double or the triple.
• These relations entail or mean precision of estimations
in which an object is clearly bigger than another (an
activity of Pre-school education).”

KMLS (Knowledge of Mathematics
Learning Standards)
• By learning standard we mean any instrument
designed to measure students’ level of ability in
understanding, constructing and using mathematics,
and which can be applied at any specific stage of
schooling.
• Learning expectations concerning a content at a level
• Expected level of conceptual or procedural
development with respect to a content at a specific
school moment
• Sequence with previous and further topics at a specific
school moment

MTSK as an integrated picture of
knowledge

MTSK in pre-service teacher education
• MTSK promoted by a teacher educator
Teacher Educator: A true case: “Teacher, what is the biggest number? Another
pupil says infinity”.
Student teacher 1: No, infinity is not a number.
TE: But the pupil’s answer is usual, isn’t it? That provokes learning obstacles.
ST2: Then, what is the biggest number I should say to them?
TE: What if you say one million?
ST2: No, because there will be one million and one.
TE: Yes, but what if you ask what would happen if you add one?

ST3: You ask the pupil what is the biggest number and, if he/she says 100, you start
with what would happen if you add one.
TE: You are generating informal knowledge of the complete induction principle.
You have to play a double role, as a teacher and how a child would think.

Investigations with MTSK
Educational level
Pre-school (starting)
Primary
Secondary and High-school
University
Topic
Arithmetic
Geometry
Algebra

Analysis
Statistics

Method
Qualitative

Some challenges
• Describe the subdomains and categories deeper
• Reflect on the meaning of MTSK in Pre-school
education
• Apply MTSK to different topics
• Improve the picture of relationships between
subdomains
• Deal with affective domain (including beliefs)
• Approach Mathematics Teacher Educators’
(Specialized) Knowledge

KoT
-Phenomenology and applications
-Properties and rationale
-Representations
-Definitions
-Procedures

Contributions

KMT
-Theories of teaching
-Material and virtual resources
-Activities, tasks and examples for
teaching

• Operational analytical model (domains/
subdomains/ categories/ descriptors)

• Tool to work with pre- and in-service teachers
• Useful to design training activities
• Tool to design and discuss teacher training
KFLM
programs
-Learning styles
-Areas
of
strengths
associated
• Teacher educator’s tool to reflect weaknesses
learning

and
with

-Students’ forms of interacting
with the content
-Students’ motivation with regard
to mathematics
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